INSTRUCTIONS TO AUTHORS
A. Author, e-mail, B. Author, e-mail, address and C. Author, e-mail, address

INTRODUCTION

	All manuscripts should be written in good English. It is very important that your final paper should have the right number of pages: two for contributed and six pages for invited papers, including figures and tables. They should be prepared in a form of camera ready. Standard A4, top and bottom margin 2 cm, left margin 2.8 cm, right margin 1,6 cm. The title, authors and addresses are written in one column and the rest of text in two column style with the space between columns 0,6 cm. Title is written by bold capital letters, Times New Roman 12, align left. Authors and addresses font size 10, align left. Single line space is followed by text divided as necessary into section with proper title. Use single line spacing. Send your manuscript by e-mail as file with name „AUTHOR.DOC“ (AUTHOR = your name) written in WORD. If you have problems save your file in RTF format. 
	
SECTION
	
	The section titles are written in bold capitals. The equations are written and numbered as following example.   
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	Due to two columns style please use the figure and table width up to 8 cm preferentially. Below figure the proper title has to be written in font size 9, separated by one single line space form other text. Please don’t use the text field.  
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Fig. 1. This is figure


	You should layout your figures in the Word source file in the graphic format PCX, GIF, BMP or EPS with preview.  
Each table should include the above heading with description of the content of the table.

TAB. 1. This is table
Jan Poliak
10,13
25,26
Peter Cech
11,03
26,25
Jozef Slovak
10,31
25,62

The references within the text should be referred to with consecutive numbers in square brackets [1]. 
Each your contribution should be the presentation of news in physics and in your field during last time. All interesting people could contact you by e-mail.

CONCLUSIONS

	The manuscripts have to be sent up to 30.08.2020 by e-mail to address: 
reiffers@saske.sk 
 
ACKNOWLEDGMENT: The manuscript should be saved with the filename “Surname_Name.doc” and sent to the above-mentioned e-mail address.
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